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ABSTRACT   

We employed a broadly tunable pulsed external cavity (EC)-QC laser with a spectral tuning range from 1030 cm-1 to 
1230 cm-1 and a tuning speed of 166 cm-1/s for direct absorption spectroscopy of aqueous solutions. The laser offered 
spectral power densities of up to four orders of magnitude higher than available with a conventional FTIR spectrometer. 
Therefore, a portable demonstration system with a large optical path length transmission flow cell (165 µm) could be 
realized preventing clogging of the flow cell. In pulsed mode an EC-QC laser provides significantly higher peak power 
levels than in continuous-wave mode, but pulse-to-pulse intensity variations, intra-pulse mode hops and mechanical 
imperfections of the scanning mechanism significantly impair the quality of resulting absorbance spectra. This article 
reports on measures which we found appropriate to reduce the initially high noise level of EC-QC laser absorbance 
spectra. These measures include a spectral self-referencing algorithm that makes use of the inherent structure of the 
EC-QC laser's gain curve to correct laser instabilities, as well as Fourier filtering, among others. This enabled us to 
derive infrared spectra which were finally useful for quantitative analysis in blood plasma samples. Finally, with the 
appropriate measures in place and using partial least squares regression analysis it was possible to simultaneously 
quantify 6 blood analytes from a single physical measurement of a 200 µL blood sample. This proves the potential of 
EC-QC lasers for practical application in clinical point of care analysis. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
A direct absorption approach for measuring aqueous samples is particularly attractive as it involves only minimum 
optical requirements and the sample-light interaction can be realized in a flow-through or stopped-flow configuration 
enabling automation and the potential for further sample analysis, e.g. by other, orthogonal methods. Mid-IR 
spectroscopy offers the advantages of molecular specific, fundamental absorption bands, making simultaneous multi-
analyte detection possible. Water, the predominant solvent in biochemical systems and of biological samples, shows 
large absorption in specific regions of the mid-IR range and thus dictate the design of possible measurement 
configurations.  

The gold standard for analyses in the mid-IR region is Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy, where thermal 
emitters are used as infrared light source and, usually, Michelson-Morley interferometers are employed. A wide range of 
spectrometers from high-resolution bench-top instruments to smaller, robust, lower-resolution process spectrometers are 
commercially available. Aqueous samples, however, pose a challenge, since the limited emission power of thermal 
emitters makes short interaction path lengths necessary (depending on the spectral range of interest between 10-50 µm). 
These short path lengths impair system robustness especially when investigating biological samples because of cell 
clogging. Furthermore, sensitivity is limited as Beer-Lambert law is obeyed which states that the absorption A is 
proportional to sample concentration c, interaction length d and the decadic molar absorption coefficient ε:  

 

 A = − log = ε ∙ c ∙ d																		 (1) 
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Quantum cascade (QC) lasers, which have been available for over a decade now, offer a number of properties making 
them particularly interesting for mid-IR spectroscopy: high optical power and, in specific configurations, large tunability, 
e.g. external-cavity (EC)-QC lasers. These EC-QC lasers are so far the only commercially available tunable QC lasers, 
arrays of single mode distributed-feedback QC lasers are currently under development. Fig. 1a shows a comparison of 
the spectral emission power of a thermal emitter as used in FTIR spectrometers and a commercial EC-QC laser. The 
optical power per wavenumber (=spectral power density) is typically 3 to 4 orders of magnitude higher for set-ups based 
on EC-QC lasers than the spectral power density available inside the sample compartment of a FTIR spectrometer 
employing a thermal emitter. The need for high power mid-IR sources becomes clear when considering the low radiation 
power that is transmitted through a 50 µm water layer by a thermal emitter (blue spectrum in Fig. 1a), especially in the 
region of interest for blood (parameter) analysis. Thus it may be expected that the advantages of the EC-QC laser in 
terms of optical power would directly translate into improved performance when compared to FTIR systems equipped 
with a thermal light source.  

When judging the quality of an analytical system two different aspects have to be considered. The first aspects involves 
metrological properties which can be judged using parameters such as accuracy (agreement of “true” value with the 
result of analysis) and precision of measurement (described by the standard deviation of the result of repeated analysis), 
among others. In addition to this metrological aspect there are parameters with a practical connotation like time and cost 
of analysis, mechanical robustness and simplicity of measurement. These parameters contribute to the second, practical 
aspect which is equally important to judge the quality of an analytical system. Both aspects need to be considered when 
it comes to evaluate whether a given technique is “fit for purpose”, i.e. whether it is able to solve a given analytical-
chemical problem.  

In IR spectroscopy two simple tests are often run to judge the metrological quality of a given experimental set-up for 
absorbance measurements: the 100%-line and the S/N ratio. Considering a transmission measurement, as dealt with in 
this paper, a practical parameters of relevance would be robustness of the measurement system which will mostly be 
governed by the risk of clogging the narrow flow cell. 

 

(a) (b)  
Figure 1. (a) Emission characteristics of thermal light source employed in the FTIR instrument (red spectrum) and EC QC 
laser (solid, black line). The blue spectrum shows the remaining optical intensity after placing a 50 µm water layer in the 
sample path, illustrating the need for a more powerful mid-IR source. (b) Direct absorption measurement schemes typical 
for liquid phase measurements: (bottom) FTIR instrument with a thermal light source (globar). The dispersive element in 
this configuration is the interferometer; (top) mid-IR laser based set-up with a broadly tunable EC-QC laser which is at the 
same time the dispersive element.  
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100%-line and signal to noise ratio:  A 100% line is the result of recording two single beam spectra without changing 
the sample and it is calculated as the absorbance spectrum of these two single beam spectra according to eq. 1. When 
analyzing aqueous solution in transmission, the corresponding 100% line is usually recorded with the flow-cell filled 
with distilled water. In case of ideally noise free measurements, a straight line at 0 absorbance would be obtained. 
However, in a real world set-up there will always be random fluctuations resulting in a characteristic noise level of the 
100%-line, which is often reported as the residual standard deviation or the peak-to-peak noise. In case of absorbance 
measurements the “signal” of an analyte often refers to the magnitude of a characteristic band in the absorbance 
spectrum, which is measured under the same condition as the 100%-line; e.g. a glucose solution recorded against 
distilled water. The metrological quality of an absorbance spectrum of a sample will thus be determined by both, the 
amplitude of the absorbance spectrum as well as the noise level in the spectral area of interest.  

 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
All measurements were performed in direct absorption configuration, realized as single-channel set-ups, i.e. no reference 
detector or reference analyte was involved (Fig. 1b). This configuration is typical for FTIR instruments and thus 
particularly suitable for the evaluation of the herein investigated broadband EC-QC laser in comparison to FTIR 
spectroscopy, the gold standard in mid-IR spectroscopy. The basic difference between the two methods is the non-
dispersive nature of FTIR measurements, whereas EC-QC lasers are inherently dispersive due to spectral broadband 
tuning. Mid-IR detectors typically require signal modulation for maximum sensitivity. In a FTIR approach modulation of 
the continuous beam emitted by a thermal light source is achieved by the moving mirror of the interferometer. In case of 
the EC-QC laser this can for instance be realized by pulsed operation. Hence, no additional mechanical parts are 
involved which could increase vulnerability to mechanical shocks or vibrations. Table 1 summarizes some key numbers 
and basic differences of QC laser-based and FTIR (=thermal emitter-based) spectroscopy.  

 

Table 1. Key numbers of FTIR and EC-QC laser based spectroscopic set-ups. The latter is focusing on QC lasers for liquid phase 
analysis, i.e. broadband, high power and pulsed operation. 

 FTIR EC-QC laser 

Optical dispersion Fourier-transform dispersive 
Available optical power  
(at the sample) 30-40 mW 1 

typically > 100 mW 
Spectral power density (per cm-1) < 15 µW 1 

Spectral coverage > 4000 cm-1 (full mid-IR) up to 676 cm-1  2 

Maximum heat transfer to sample x  
(60 s measurement time) 

~ 2.1 J  
(~ total optical power 35 mW) 

1.5 J  
(5% duty cycle, 500 mW peak pulse power) 

Signal modulation mechanically by moving 
interferometer mirror electrically, e.g. pulsed mode operation 

Commercial availability since 1960's since 2008 

Technological maturity / room for 
improvement high / low medium / high 

x... assuming the worst case scenario that all incident light is absorbed by the sample  

 

EC-QC laser based absorption set-up: The EC-QC laser used in this study was a pulsed laser with a total tuning range 
from 1024.9 cm-1 to 1230 cm-1 (see Fig. 1a), a maximum repetition rate of 100 kHz and 500 ns maximum pulse length 
(Daylight Solutions, purchased 04/2009). Standard operation of the laser consisted of quasi-simultaneous spectral 
broadband tuning over the whole emission range utilizing the external grating of the EC-QC laser. Time-resolved 
characterization of laser pulses and spectral scans was reported earlier 3. A full spectral scan required 1.2 s, i.e. a total 
number of 120k pulses reached the sample at maximum repetition rate. Details on data analysis are discussed in 
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section 4. The employed analog-digital converter (ADC) was a 24 bit AD7760 (Analog Devices). A thermoelectrically 
(TE) cooled Mercury-Cadmium-Telluride (MCT) detector (Infrared Associates) with a detectivity D* of 
4x109 cm Hz0.5 W-1 served as detector for transmitted mid-IR radiation. Light-sample interaction took place in a 
transmission flow cell. The cell consisted of an aluminum body and two 2 mm CaF2 windows separated by poly-
tetrafluoroethylene spacers (135 µm for standard solutions and 165 µm for clinical application). The cell volume was 
approximately 20 µL. Absorption spectra were calculated from an initially acquired background spectrum (I0) of Ringer 
solution (blood measurements) or pure water (all other measurements) and subsequently acquired sample spectra (I).  

The reference FTIR spectrometer used in this study was a Vertex 80v (Bruker Optics) with a maximum spectral 
resolution of 0.07 cm-1.  

Multivariate data analysis: Multivariate analyses of acquired blood spectra were based on a Partial least squares (PLS) 
regression analysis using the PLS Toolbox (Eigenvector Research) for Matlab (Mathworks). Validation of results was 
based on the random subset method (10 data splits, 5 iterations).  

Blood samples: Blood plasma samples were obtained as aliquots of routinely taken samples from intensive care unit 
patients at Vienna General Hospital. Details on sample acquisition and sample handling can be found in.4  Reference 
analysis required for establishing multivariate calibration models were obtained from the hospital's clinical laboratory. 
The sample set consisted of a total number of 67 specimens. 200 µL of sample volume were required for a single 
measurement.  

 

3. ANALYTE SIGNAL IN TRANSMISSION SPECTROSCOPY 
The substantially higher optical power levels of QC lasers enable larger optical path lengths as compared to FTIR 
instruments. The path length is not only important regarding the robustness of the set-up but, furthermore, in terms of 
absorption signal which is linearly depending on the path length d. The level of improvement can be calculated from 
Beer-Lambert law (Eq. 1). We want to give an estimation of the achievable improvement when increasing the source 
intensity (IFTIR= I0) by a certain factor (kI) by application of a QC laser with intensity IQCL. This evaluation is based on 
the assumption of a certain minimum required intensity ID incident on the detector, thus concentrating on the source 
influence, unaffected whether the measurement is dispersive or non-dispersive. In this case the maximum achievable 
optical path length dmax for a certain wavelength λ calculates as  

 , = ∙ log + log         with   = ∙  (2) 

The product of molar absorption coefficient ε and molarity (or concentration) c can be replaced by the linear decadic 
absorption coefficient α, which is defined as the quotient of the decadic absorbance A and path length d.  

Example: According to Eq. 2 the maximum path length consists of two terms: the basic path length achievable with the 
FTIR spectrometer and an additional term due to the increased source power of the QC laser. Assuming typical power 
levels for the laser (100 mW) and the thermal emitter of a FTIR spectrometer (10 µW - according to 1; for ~1 cm-1 
spectral range, to be comparable to the QC laser) the power enhancement factor results in kI=104. The maximum 
achievable path length is then:  

 , = ∙ log + log = 	 + ∙ 4	    with     , = ∙ log  (3) 

If we now assume pure water as sample substance with a molarity of 55.5 ⁄  and a molar absorption coefficient = 4.449 ∙⁄  5 at 1080 cm-1 (carbohydrate region) and, furthermore, a minimum required intensity reaching the 
detector of ID = 100 nW (corresponding to an absorbance of 2), the maximum achievable optical path length dmax,QCL 
results in: 

 Water at 1080 cm-1:       = 40.5	μ ∙ 2 + 40.5μ ∙ 4 = 243	μ 	 (4) 

The value 40.5 µm is solely determined by the linear decadic absorption coefficient α. When switching to other spectral 
regions α can change significantly.  
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Given the increased path length, a significant improvement of experiments in terms of sample handling and vulnerability 
to clogging can be expected. Nevertheless, the above derivation clearly indicates that the increase in path length due to 
increased optical power of QC lasers is attenuated by the logarithmic behavior of a transmission measurement. This is in 
contrast to other techniques, such as photoacoustic spectroscopy where the signal is proportional to source intensity,6  
thus leading to much higher signal enhancement.  

 

4. DIFFICULTIES ENCOUNTERED AND POSSIBLE MITIGATION WHEN USING EC-QC 
LASER IN TRANSMISSION SPECTROSCOPY 

Different sources of noise contribute to the overall performance. While not going into detail regarding the FTIR 
instrument (here we refer the reader to excellent previous publications and book chapters 7) some EC-QC laser specific 
effects shall be discussed in the following.  

4.1 Influence of mechanical grating during broadband scanning 

Consecutive spectral scans achieved by quasi-continuous rotation of the EC grating do not always exactly match 
(Fig. 2a). There are various reasons for this spectral mismatch, for instance mechanical imperfections as well as 
triggering issues. Despite the fact that this mismatch was found to be small (Δν~0.3 cm-1) it can result in large 
fluctuations in the corresponding absorption spectrum. The sample data shown in Fig. 2b obtained with a 135 µm path 
length and pure water reveal fluctuations of the absorption signal of up to 50 mAU where one would expect smooth 
absorption bands.  

Spectral alignment of scans: Typically, a number of scans is averaged to reduce spectral noise. However, since the 
observed fluctuations are not random this approach is sub-optimal. A closer look on a broadband spectral scan reveals 
that the actual cause for these large fluctuations is the fine structure of the emission curve.8 A significant reduction of 
these fluctuations in the absorbance spectra can be achieved by a spectral alignment procedure which involves shifting of 
recorded scans to achieve maximum alignment (see Fig. 2). Time-consuming averaging steps can thus be avoided. The 
alignment procedure, however, does not consider the absolute spectral position. The maximum spectral mismatch 
observed during our measurements was in the range of Δν=0.3 cm-1 which is low compared to typical absorption band 
widths of tens of wavenumbers in liquids. Nevertheless, in some critical cases, the absolute position of absorption bands 
might be required which calls for an additional measure (see section 4.2). 

 

(a) (b)  
Figure 2. (a) Detector signals (=single beam spectra) during spectral tuning acquired with the set-up shown in Fig. 1 with a 
135 µm water layer for attenuation of laser intensity. Insets 1 and 2 show enlarged sections of single beam spectra revealing 
its fine structure caused by laser mode-hops. Curves have been smoothed for better visibility. A mismatch between 
consecutive scans can be corrected by a spectral shift, the intensity scale remains unaltered. (b) Fluctuations resulting from 
spectral mismatch of scans (top) and improvement by spectral alignment (bottom) on the example of a 1 g/L aqueous 
glucose solution against a pure water background. 

 

Fourier filtering: The absorption spectrum of glucose, shown in Fig. 2b (bottom) still exhibited low amplitude 
fluctuations after spectral alignment was performed. Further reduction of these fluctuations may be required to achieve 
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optimum spectral quality for subsequent data processing, such as multivariate data analysis. The straight-forward method 
would be averaging of scans, however, this does not result in sufficient improvement within a reasonable time frame, as 
acquisition of a single scan takes 1.2 s. Including backward tuning this increases to approximately 4 s. Furthermore, as 
already mentioned above, the fluctuations are not random noise which makes averaging ineffective. Hence, alternative 
filter algorithms are required, such as Savitzky-Golay filtering or Fourier-filtering. Fig. 3 illustrates achieved signal 
quality improvement by application of solely averaging (20 scans),  Savitzky-Golay filtering and Fourier filtering on the 
example of an aqueous xylose solution spectrum.  

 

 
Figure 3. Effect of different filtering algorithms on spectral quality of recorded absorption spectra with EC-QC laser. A 
0.75 g/L aqueous xylose solution was measured with pure water as background. The optical path length for the laser-based 
measurements was 135 µm. The reference FTIR spectrum was scaled by a factor 1.5 for better visibility.  

 

Savitzky-Golay filtering (best effort, i.e. largest possible window size without decrease of absorption bands) was not 
capable of removing all fluctuations. Better results were obtained by application of a Fourier filtering algorithm (Fast 
Fourier transformation-FFT) of the obtained single beam spectra I and I0, performed in LabView (National Instruments, 
USA). Prior to Fourier transformation, a 3-term Blackman-Harris apodization function was applied to the spectra. In the 
Fourier-domain the spectra were shifted to achieve a center-burst like structure, similar to the interferogram of a 
broadband thermal emitter in a FTIR instrument. Subsequently, Blackman-Harris apodization was applied again. The 
window width was now adjusted to result in best possible reduction of fluctuations while at the same time maintaining 
analyte-specific absorption bands. The optimum width depended on the investigated spectral range and sample type. An 
example is given in for blood plasma samples (see section 5). Finally, an inverse Fourier-transformation was performed, 
resulting in smooth intensity spectra with almost no observable fluctuations. The absorption spectra shown in Fig. 3 
prove the quality of the EC-QC laser spectra (135 µm path length flow cell) by comparison with reference FTIR spectra 
obtained with a 50 µm path length flow cell.  

 

4.2  Wavelength reference 

Basic wavelength reference: The basic spectral calibration of a QC laser can be achieved by determining the spectral 
information at each point in time during a quasi-continuous scan by a time-resolved FTIR measurement. This kind of 
calibration of the wavenumber axis with tuning time was presented earlier in 3. However, this reference does not provide 
maximum possible resolution, thus, in particular critical cases where maximum spectral accuracy is required additional 
measures have to be taken.  

Improved wavelength reference: FTIR spectrometers benefit from an absolute wavelength reference obtained by a 
HeNe-laser which is aligned with the mid-IR probe beam of the thermal emitter. The HeNe-laser interferogram has the 
sinusoidal shape typical for single-mode sources which is then used as absolute wavelength reference to correct potential 
mechanical instabilities of the moving mirrors. Similar concepts have also been applied for QC laser based systems, 
mainly for gas phase spectroscopy. Most of these concepts rely on etalons or dual channel configurations with a 
reference substance with defined absorption bands. Some of these measures have drawbacks. The etalon, for instance is 
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ideal for highly resolved gas spectra, but not for liquid samples with broad absorption bands in the tens of wavenumbers 
regime. Similar considerations apply for reference channels, as absolute wavelength standards only have a certain 
number of spectral features available, therefore often limiting applicability for broadband spectra.  

An attractive alternative inherent to EC-QC lasers is to make use of their characteristic fine structure that is 
superimposed to their emission curve. In section 4.1 we discussed adverse effects due to this fine structure, whenever 
consecutive scans are not perfectly aligned. Here, we want to demonstrate how it can be used as absolute wavelength 
reference. This is achieved by recording high resolution FTIR spectra (0.1 cm-1) of the EC-QC laser emission at fixed 
grating positions. In that way the FTIR spectrometer serves as absolute wavelength reference. At a defined grating 
position the EC-QC laser typically emits several modes which cover a spectral region of about 1 cm-1. The single spectra 
(Fig. 4a, bottom) were acquired with a spectral offset of 1 cm-1 between individual spectra and covered the whole tuning 
range of the EC-QC laser. Subsequently, they were combined and their envelope (Fig. 4a, top) served as a “ruler” for 
wavelength assignment. During data acquisition potential wavelength shifts induced by a too a large aperture in the FTIR 
instrument have to be considered for ultimate wavelength accuracy.7 

 

 (a)     (b)  

Figure 4. (a) Highly resolved emission spectra of EC-QC laser recorded with a FTIR spectrometer (0.1 cm-1 resolution, 
1 mm aperture) at different positions of the EC-QC laser's grating. The highly structured emission characteristics caused by 
mode-hops is observed during spectral tuning. The spectral offset between single spectra as adjusted with the external cavity 
grating is 1 cm-1. The envelope of single emission spectra can be used as absolute spectral reference for the laser by 
utilization of emission peak positions. (b) Influence of QC laser chip temperature on absolute position of characteristic fine 
structure. 

 

The fine structure pattern is basically defined by the QC laser's chip and external cavity length and does not change as 
long as the operational parameters of the laser stay constant. The latter particularly addresses the laser chip temperature 
(here 15°C, according to the readout on the laser driver). If changed by the user, this would alter absolute position and 
shape of the gain-curve's fine structure as the laser chip mode-hops depend on the chip temperature. This effect is 
illustrated in Fig. 4b, where the laser chip temperature was varied over 10 °K which corresponded to a shift of 
approximately 1 cm-1. Finally, it should be noted, that the referencing using high-resolution FTIR spectra is a one-time 
procedure which does not have to be repeated.  
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5. APPLICATION TO CLINICAL BLOOD ANALYSIS 
The performance of the laser based spectrometer shown in Fig. 1b (top) shall be demonstrated by results gained during a 
clinical study with details published earlier.4 For the study a portable demonstration unit was designed and assembled, 
including automated sample injection of up to eight blood plasma specimens. Spectra acquired with the demonstration 
unit were analyzed by multivariate PLS regression, thus enabling simultaneous quantification of several blood 
parameters. One of the main challenges in this application was the particular complexity of the sample set which cannot 
be reached by artificially prepared specimens.  

Absolute wavelength referencing was not used for this specific application since the spectral accuracy obtained by basic 
wavelength referencing was sufficient. Five absorption spectra of each specimen were recorded and averaged. Prior to 
that, the resolution of raw spectra (92,000 data points) was reduced by averaging data point blocks of various sizes 
therein. Furthermore, Fourier filtering was applied. Differences in the size of apodization windows and spectra were 
corrected by appending the respective number of zero values at the end of the spectra. The optimum combination of 
spectral resolution and width of apodization window was determined by the calculation of the resulting root-mean-square 
errors of calibration (RMSEC) for each investigated analyte. Two possible combinations are summarized in Table 2 
together with results of simultaneous quantification of 6 blood parameters in plasma samples. The effect of different 
filter widths on shape and position of blood plasma absorption bands is illustrated in Fig. 7 for two exemplary patients.  
 

Table 2. Optimum Fourier filter configurations and results of simultaneous quantification of 6 blood analytes in plasma. 

Determination of optimum Fourier filter width 

Nominal spectral 
resolution 

Width of apodization window 
(Fourier filter) 

No. of spectral 
data points 

Impact on achieved calibration 
error (glucose) (RMSEC) 

0.43 cm-1 512 data points 460 10.0 mg/dL (optimum) 
0.87 cm-1 256 data points 230 11.4 mg/dL 

Results of multivariate quantification of blood analytes in plasma specimens  

Analyte Concentration range  
of specimen set 

Achieved validation error  
(0.43 cm-1/ 512 points window width) 

Glucose 85 - 264 mg/dL 12.2 mg/dL 
Lactate 0.4 - 3.7 mmol/L 0.44 mmol/L 

Albumin 17.2 - 35 g/L 1.2 g/L 
Total protein 33.7 - 69.4 g/L 2.2 g/L 

Total cholesterol 36 - 225 mg/dL 20 mg/dL 
Triglycerides 45 - 266 mg/dL 21.5 mg/dL 

  

 
Figure 6. Absorption spectra of blood plasma specimens obtained from two exemplary patients. Solid and dashed lines 
indicate the influence of different combinations of spectral resolution and apodization window width: 512 data points (solid 
line), 256 data points (dashed line). 
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6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
Pulsed operation EC-QC lasers are a powerful source for liquid phase analysis. Low duty cycles avoid unwanted heat 
transfer to the sample which would lead to sample alteration, while maintaining high peak power levels which allow for 
large optical path lengths. The latter can be increased by a factor of 3-5 and is limited by the logarithmic dependence of 
the possible path length on the available spectral power density. This increase in optical path length is often a decisive 
advantage in the analysis of real samples, such as human blood plasma due to the resulting significantly increased 
robustness of the overall experimental set-up as compared to FTIR based measurements. To meet the high quality of low 
noise measurements achievable by FTIR spectrometry, the obtained raw EC-QC laser spectra require substantial post-
processing. In this paper we have discussed a number of strategies and measures for coping with different experimental 
challenges encountered during EC-QC laser experiments. Data post-processing can be of particular importance for 
subsequent data analysis steps, such as multivariate data analysis. A careful optimization of measurement parameters and 
data processing finally allowed reaching the metrological quality of EC-QC laser spectra required for the successful 
analysis of blood plasma samples. Here we report on the rapid simultaneous determination of six blood parameters out of 
200 µL sample volumes. Recent results, not included in this paper, also show that considering blood plasma and serum, a 
total number of nine parameters can be determined simultaneously.  

It should be noted, that the EC-QC laser employed for this study showed constant performance over a total period of 
4.5 years. During this period, the laser system (including the driver) was operated for 3565 hours and the laser chip itself 
was emitting for 1454 hours, demonstrating the technological maturity of this first generation commercial EC-QC lasers. 
The technology of QC lasers is, however, still evolving and new, improved multi-wavelength devices may enter the 
market soon. This is why the analytical problem solving capabilities of analytical methods based on EC-QC lasers will 
most likely increase in the very near future. For the topic of point-of-care analyzers this will lead to small, light-weight 
instruments with the capability to simultaneously quantify nine parameters or even more and as such become an 
interesting alternative to established technologies.  
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